Monday-Weather-Day 1

1. Morning Work-Have your child write their name on a blank sheet of paper. Then go over it with small stickers or small pictures.

2. Listen to Little Cloud by Eric Carle. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWVwkdL98Rs or It Looked like Spilt Milk by Charles G. Shaw https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q-BuNmf1jec Then choose one of the cloud response page to fill in and make your cloud with torn up white paper (like Little Cloud), chalk, or white crayon. Glue your response on the bottom. Email your picture to Mrs. Orlando.

1. Weather Play-Please do one or two of the following activities and then post pictures to SeeSaw
   A. Letters & Sounds-Cloud Writing: Place shaving cream in a tray or baking pan. Write letters or sights words with their finger.
   B. Math- “Number Dot it” (resource) Use clouds (aka cotton balls or pompoms) to cover the board.
   C. Observe-Look out your window or lie down outside and watch the clouds. What shapes do you see? Draw a picture of what you see in the clouds.
   D. Art-Make a rain stick. Use a cardboard tube. Tape one end and place rice and sticks inside. Tape the other end and decorate with markers.
   E. Art-Cloud Name- Write letters on raindrops and name on cloud. Then attach letters to cloud with string.
   F. Use white Lego and cotton balls to build clouds.

4. Calendar
   A. Sing Months of the Year- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5enDRrWyxaw
   B. Sing Days of the Week- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKqAbIcwFOA
   C. Count Days (What is our new pattern will be?)
   D. Count to 100 with Jack Hartmann. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dkPouLWCyc
   E. Count to 100 by 5 and 10.
   F. Fill out your weather report, and graph it on your weather graph. Remember to do this everyday this week.

5. Jolly Phonics-Our new letter is Y this week. Sing the song. https://vimeo.com/106231366 (Y is at 7:10)

6. We have Spanish. Go to Coach her page to see her plan.

7. Color a picture of something you did today in your Home Journal and post picture on SeeSaw.
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Sometimes it looked like

But it wasn't just a cloud in the sky.

Little cloud changed into